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PREFACE

This manual, originally prepared by Professor Herbert
H. Paper, of the University of Michigan, is closely modelled
on Frank A. Rice's Classical Arabic: The Writin S stem
(Foreign Service Institute,195Z1.It has been revise to some
extent by the following per sons: Charles A. Fe rgu son,Carleton
T. Hodge, Mohammad Mehdandi-Nejad, and Mohammad All
Jacayery. The notes on typewritten Persian, handwritten
Persian, the combination of words, and punctuation are Mr.
Jazayery's,
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PRINTED PERSIAN

GENERAL

0. Persian is customarily written and printed in an adapted form of
the Arabic alphabet consisting of 32 letters and a number of signs. It
differs from its Arabic original in that it has added four new letters to
take care of Persian sounds which do not exist in Arabic. In general, all
%verde of Arabic origin, as well as a number of Arabic phrases common
in Persian, appear in their original Arabic orthography.

While the letters of the alphabet are basically the same in form
whether written, printed, or typed, there are slight differences. For our
purposes), three main types may be distinguished: printed, typed, and
handwritten (which is sometimes, though not so frequently as in earlier
times, used in lithography or photo-printing). In the present treatment
we are mainly concerned with the printed variety of the Persian alphabet.
However, a short note on handwritten Persian has been added to serve
as an introductory guide to the reading of this style. The typewritten form
is also briefly discussed.

1. Persian is written and printed from right to left.
Z. AU of the consonants, but only three of the six simple vowels,
are indicated.
3. The manner of writing and printing is cursive, and most of the
letters are connected to preceding and following letters within the
same word.
4. There are no capital letters.
5. Most of the letters have four variant shapes, depending on who).
ther or not they are connected to preceding and/or following letters.
Later on the four shapes will be called initial, medial, final, and
independent.
6. Some letters are identical in basic form and' are diltinguished
from one another by the arrangement of one, two, or three dots
placed above, below, or inside the basic form.

THE ALPHABET

1. The following list shows the letters of the Persian alphabet in the
shape they havp when they stand alone (= independent), that is, not con-
nected to a preceding or following letter. This is the conventional order
of the alphabet according to which the dictionaries are arranged.



The Persian Alphabet
Letter Name Transcribed by

i 'eelef 9, a (or no symbol)
4...1 be b

4-9 Pe p
C.' to t

kI) se s

C.
Arn j

E.
ce c

C.
he (hottf) h

.C.

xe x

dal d

tal z

) re r

) ze z

3
Ze i

LI' sin s

c.; ifin I
4, sad s

c..? zad z

.10 to t
1 za z

t snyn 9 (or no symbol)

L.

qeyn
91

fe f
3 qaf q
J kaf k
dr gal s
J lam 1

f mim m
t) nun n

vav v, u, o, ow
he (hsevvolez) h, e

4..0 ye y, i



Notice that in a number of instances several letters represent the
same sound in Percian. In these cases, only one of these letters ordi-
narily occurs in words of Persian origin, while all of them can be found
in Arabic loanwords. However, in a few cases, even words which are not
Arabic borrowings are spelled wits letters otherwise peculiar to Arabic.
A number of Per sian proper nouns (both place names and personal names)
are spelled with typical Arabic letters by some people and with the ordi-
nary letters by others. The present tendency is in favor of the latter type
of spelling. The same situat_on exists in the case of wor!l borrowed
from languages other than Arabic (especially Greek and Turkish).

Persian Sound Letters
z

3

L.?

ze

zal

zad Chiefly in Arabic loan words
za

.r sin
se Chiefly in Arabic loan words
sad

to

to Chiefly in Arabic loan words

h r he hotti Chiefly in Arabic loan words
he heevvefiz

q 9eYn
3 qaf Chiefly in Arabic loan words
$ owlet'

'eyn Chiefly in'ArabiC loan words

2. The following shows the Persian letters in their alphabetical order
and written from right to left. Note the placing of the letters relative to
the line of writing.

3 3 )

dr

VOWELS

3 b 11' j° ot

4:.)

1

3. Persian has six vowels: a, ee, e, 1, o, u. Two of them, i and u, are
regularly indicated in the writing by the letters S (ye) and (vav) re-

3



spectively. One a, is regularly indicated by I ('edif) in the middle or at
the end of a word. At the, beginning it is sometimes indicated by a special
mark over 1 ('eel6f): j . The other three vowels are not usually repre-
sented in the writing. Four special signs, described in Section 18, may
be used to indicate ae, e, and o, or absence of vowel, but these signs are
rarely used in ordinary writtenor printed Persian. Occasionally o is in-
dicated by t (vav); and at the end of a word e is sometimes indicated by

(he haevvagz).
There is also a special sign to indicate double consonants (see Sec-

tion 23). This sign is not ordinarily used.

NON-CONNECTORS

4. The following letters are non-connectors. They do not have a cur-
sive linking to a following letter, though they do connect to a preceding
letter if the preceding letter is a connector.

I owlef is characteristically a vertical stroke,
dal

zal is exactly like dal, but with one dot above it.
re

3
ze is exactly like re, but with one dot above it.
ie is exactly like re, but with a dot triangle above it.

3 vav

At the beginning of a word, the letter I ('ftlef) indicates '. A vowel
naturally follows, as Per sian has no words beginning with two consonants,
'u is represented by 51 , 'i by al . 'a has a special symbol over the I

('aelef): I (see Section 19.10). 'ae, 'o, and 'e are ordinarily written with
('ad a) alone.

In the middle of a v.ord, I ('aelif) most often represents the vowel
a, but it may al so represent '. At the end of a word, I ('aelif) nearly always
indicates the vowel a (see Section 24).

The symbol I (Section 19,11) for 'a is also used in the middle and
at the end of words.

The letter 5 (vav) at the beginning of a word represents the conso-
nant v: elsewhere it may represent u, o, ow, or v.

jI 'eez 'from'
)1 'u 'he'

Paerzei 'value'

4

daer 'in'

do 'two'
3> dez 'fortress'

.5.> dad 'he gave'

,))) deerd 'pain'

I) deevi 'medicine'
.)).)dud 'smoke'



3.))1 'ordei 'Urdu'
11,31'eedvir 'periods'

33 del 'fortress'
3)) rui ,rouge*

CONNECTORS

ruz 'day'
3,*) seed 'he struck'
3)j zud 'quick'

j zur 'strength'
3,),*) zierd 'yellow'

ow veer/6m 'swelling'
vordd 'arrival'

5. All other letters connect both to preceding letters (except when they
are non-connectors) and to following letters. These may be arranged
acct.rding to their basic forms.
6. b, n, y, t, p, s. These letters are all characterized by an upward
stroke with one to three dots above or below. The medial forms are as
follows:

b

n
Y P
t e

In their final and independent forms, there is significant variation only
in the basic forms of tJ n and a y.
6.10 b (be) has a single dot below.
6.11 b- has the initial shape:

jL

Jd.

baz 'open'
beed 'bad'

6.12 -b. has the medial shape:
beebr 'tiger'
teebeer 'axe'

6.13 -b has the final shape:
sib 'ornament'
teeb 'fever'

6.14 b has the independent shape:
4,1; t.r^b 'glow'

nab 'pure'
6.20 n (nun) has one dot above.
6.21 n- has the initial shape: ;

5") 'sebni 'eyebrow'
'eebr 'cloud'

p J.; ttebri'z 'Tabriz'
1.6 zibi 'beautiful'

tsedfb 'man of letters'
4.7.4)1 torn) 'slanting'

1/
bab 'gate'
tordb 'radish'

5



neer 'male'
)1; nav 'ship'

b./a -ft. has tae Medial shape:
bonyid 'foundation'

xeli pleat 'cheese'
6.a3 n has the final shape: 4.)

ej lien 'body'
ty hoe 'roots

6.24 n has the independent shape: %)
Ot; nan 'bread'

nit 'also'
now 'new'

jyth hto.nde 'yet, still'
..L; tend 'fast'

iy.A din 'religion'
4:41,ij) zudteerfit 'quickest'

CA) saeclikn 'to-strike,
nadin 'ignorant' a.Chi deendin 'tooth'

6.25 Written medial or final nb is pronounced mb:
seemtiftr 'wasp' leemb6r 'pincers',

6.30 y (ye) has two dots below (when initial or medial).
The letter t$ (ye) at the beginning of a word represents the conso-

nant y; elsewhere it may represent i or y.
The sequence al ('aelef-ye) at the beginning of a word often re.

presents 'i, and sometimes it represents fey.
6.31 y- has the initial shape:

ya 'or'
31141 'Iran 'Iran'

6.32 .y. has the medial shape:
)1.1 nit 'also'

biabfut 'desert'

Vuy yunin 'Greece'
4:01 'in 'this'

psrar 'cheese'
Ztt.? beyn 'between'

6.33 Final ye is deeper than the final forms of the other letters treated
in Section 6(except n).lt is alsocharacterized by the curving connecting
line. Notice that the two dots are ordinarily not written below the final
and independent forms.

'Iran( 'Iranian' yunarif 'Greek'
,40.! bi 'without' nadanf 'ignorance'

6,34 y has the independent shape: a
nisi 'a day' Lg.))) zserdf 'yellowness'

isitt bast 'play, game' Sj yarf 'help'
6.35 At the end of certain Arabic loan words the letter c represents
the sound a. You will have to learn the words that are written with d for
a instead of I ('alif). (See Section 26).
6



6.40 t (te) hae two dots above.
6.41 t has the initial shape:

J.;tr tabdt 'coffin'
teeba6r 'axe'

6.42 .t. has the medial shape: :
pietd 'blanket'

FS.) dokt6r 'doctor'
6,43 -t has the final shape;

teerbiyek 'education'
pust

6.44 t has the independent shape:
4.7.411k; tabdt 'coffin'

oehsasit 'feelings'

teeb 'fever'
toebrft 'Tabriz'

1.1. metr 'meter'
keemteir 'less'

bot 'idol'
bist 'twenty'

oebarAt 'phrase'
h.:W logit 'words'

6.50 p (pe) has three dots arranged in a triangle below,
6.51 p- has the initial shape: t

it pa 'foot'

Jt por 'full'
6.52 -p- has the medial shape: ;

teepfd 'palpitated'
bepter 'Fly t

6.53 -p has the final shape: .1;4
heti pip '(tobacco) pipe'
hy...2; tip 'brigade'

6.54 p has the independent shape:
kyrtt pap 'Pope'

tup 'cannon'

6.60 r (se) has three dots above.
6.61 a- has the initial shape:

sab6t 'proved; fixed'
C.0)) seervatt 'wealth'

6.62 -a- has the medial shape: :
jt; emir 'prose'

email 'example'

J)k pard 'oar'
A peer 'feather'

bipsereed 'Let him fly.'
bepe6t Cooki,

he: seep 'left'

left JiP 'Jeep'

4.(it. cap 'printing'
h..ef ker6p 'crepe'

seebt 'registration'
.%1...1.t solo 'a thiiclo

teesniy6 'dual (gram.)'
mosbitt 'affirmative'

7



6.63 .21 hall the final shape: 4.

4.1* 'aebees 'futile'

4.'414 rnostellees 'triangular'

6.64 s has the independent shape;

44) vares 'heir'
vorris 'heirs'

4.iit sales 'third'
teeslts 'trinity'

..f.J .63 toevares 'inheritance'

C.Jil 'era 'heritage'

7, j, c, x, h. These letters, like those of Section 6, have the same ba
sic form but differ only in the arrangement of dots.

Pvc C h x

7.10 j (Jim) is characterized by a dot placed below the basic form.
7.11 j. has the initial shape: 0:

ja 'place' ..10...ks. peed 'new'

joa 'except' tajfir 'merchant'
7.12 -j- has the medial shape: 2,

bijtn 'lifeless' zsengr 'chain'

reenjideen 'to be offended' I 'inje 'here'
7.13 -j has the final shape: t

7.14 j has

peenj 'five'
berenj 'rice'
the independent shape:

taj 'crown'
borj 'tower'

7.20 x (ice) is characterized by a dot
7.21 x- has the initial shape:

xar 'thorn'
met. 'donkey'

7.22 x- has the medial shape:
baext 'luck'
poxteen 'to cook'

7.23 -x has the final shape:

tst bix 'root'

t. rent 'ice'
7.24 x has the independent shape:

8

reenj I s fering'
xaeitj 'gulf'

raj zaj 'vitriol'
xeerj 'expense'

placed above the basic form.

3.:an 'khan'

xrenjeer 'dagger'

boxart 'stove'
3t>e; noxed 'peas'

neex I th read'

zeenek 'chin' (literary)



ti; nerx 'rate' rox 'face'
cwrx 'wheel' 6-" kax 'palace'

7,25 The sequence xs is in certainwords written 13.4- .The' y (vav) here
is an historical writing and has no sound value.

xab
xandeen 'to read'

7.26 Note that the letter 3 (vav)
the vowel o.

Jat. xod 'self'
nox64:1 'peas'

7.30 c (ce) is characterized by three

xabida6n ito sleep'
xahe6r 'sister'

after a y (xe) sometimes represents

..4),;.xorifcl 'the sun'
xord 'he ate'

dots placedbelow the bask form.
7.31 c- has the initial shape: t.

cap 'print(ing)'
ceep 'left'

7.32 -c- has the medial shape:
4.)..i.e.tpicidAn 'to twist'

7.33 -c has the final shape:
plc 'twist, screw'

att. cay 'tea'
clra 'why'

tp. biceerx 'Turn!'

hic 'nothing'

7.34 c has the independent shape: t
ryz puc 'vain, futile' :f kuc 'migration'

7.40 h (he hottfl has the same shape in all positions as .1, c, and x except
that it has no dots of any kind andis simply the basic form of this series.
7.41 h- has the initial shape: ,.

.51,..s. hejlz 'Hejaz'
heyvin 'animal'

7.42 -h- has the medial shape: 2.
baehr 'sea'

4"; teehrfr 'writing'
7.43 -h has the final shape:

t') zebh 'act of slaughtering'
7.44 h has the independent shape:

c3; nuh 'Noah' v-3.4

s and i (sin and lin) have the same basic
and the in has a triangle of dots above.
s- has the initial shape:

8.
less,
E.10

yjs. he zb 'political party'
'ehtiy0 'need'

teeht 'underneath'
CA-..akoreyhin 'sweet basil'

PILAAd Ieebafih 'phantom'

Iserh 'explanation'
form. The sin is dot-



0.;..1....saxtofin 'to build' 'ebb 'horse'
'ostid sproftssor' 'eststicr (pc+01'

8.11 s- has the medial shape:
nist 'is not' jostoen 'to search'

4:..6.1, but 'twenty' bsestein 'to tie'
8.12 has the final shape:

Ix; babe 'enough' ty.. tepees 'then'
Jens 'species; sex' 0.1 pits 'then'

8.13 s has the independent shape: f
k1..1 oasis 'basis' cf.; tiers 'fear'
cr)1.3cords 'rooster' Lr1' yas 'jasmine'

8.20 has the initial shape:
4).14 Styled 'perhaps' liseb 'evening: night'

ioden 'to become' losteen 'to wash'
8.21 -8. has the medial shape: Y.

poll 'back' 6,4 jte;n 'festival'
A.ALL' xojmid 'pleased' ei.t.;neisest4in 'to sit'

8.22 -I has the final shape:
ott g 'self' u44- xis 'plough'
at) rue 'beard' zAnei 'his wife'

8.23 I has the independent shape:
okfri- xot 'happy' i%).) dui 'shower'
or iserz6i +value' vierz61 'sport'

9. k and g (kaf and gal) have the same basic form. ir.af has one ob-
lique stroke in its initial and medial forms,
9.10 k. has the initial shape: c

ketLb 'book' )15.- kar 'work,
> Jr kard 'knife' s dokt6r 'doctor'

9.11 k has the medial shape: K.
iekir 'hunting' telc&r 'sugar'

)1Q tekrr 'repetition' ).(2.; teessekk6r 'thanks'
9.12 -k has the final shape: 4

yek 'one' xon6k 'cool'
oseik 'tear' 4-6-110. bank 'bank'

10



9.13 k has the independent shape: ..;)

pak +pure'
Jlr xak +soil; dust'

9.20 gaf differs from kaf
in all its forms.
9.21 g- has the initial shape: 5-

gorg +wolf'
4.).:-....t.qoareltetn 'to pass'

9.22 -g- has the medial shape: K.

"CI; jegeer +liver'
toengi 'narrowness'

9.23 -g has the final shape: X
a.c.) rig +sand'

jeeng 'war'

9.24 g has the independent shape:
gorg +wolf'

ttegserg +hail'

10. f and q (fe and qaf) differ only in
final and independent forms, where qaf
final form of le is hollow, while that of
10.10 f- has the initial shape:

forziknd
0oftadein 'to fall'

10.1.1 -f- has the medial shape:
sseffd +white'

jolt +pair'
10.12 -f has the final shape: k-.4

ieerif +noble'
keelif +discovery'

10.13 I has the independent shape:
baerf 'snow'

..:$7 been 'letter of the alphabet'

tork +Turk'
jr teryLk +opium'

only in having two parallel oblique strokes

gij 'dizzy'
,6- gay 'cow'

4t.C" twgeirg 'hail'

seengin 'heavy'

aj aaeng +bell'

mg +dog+

boz6rg 'big'
batrg +leaf'

the number of dots and in their
has a deeper loop than fe; the
qaf is not.

fekr 'thought'
.Isefseer 'officer'

nseft 'oil'
toiseng 'rifle'

keesif 'dirt 'r
.24-- kit 'purse, bag'

J.C% gegerf +wonderful'

naf 'navel'

10.20 qaf differs from fe in having two dots placed above instead of
one.
10.21 q- has the initial shape:



uy qandn ;law'
($.$1 qtkiri ;sortie'

10.2k .41- bag the medial shape:
LA-1; nteqqiii 'painter'
.A.1; mega ;cash'

10.23 q hits the final shape: a
dtegfq. ;minute (adj.);

careful'
. ) 'iris'

10.24 q has the independent shape: ,3
batrq ;electricity, lightning'
ociq ;contraband;

smuggle'
II. 1 (lam) is characteristically a vertical stroke.
('ieltf) chiefly by connecting to a following letter.
11.10 1- has the initial shape:

leendetn London'
loxt ;naked'

11.11 -h has the medial shape: I
jeld 'akin, hide'

11,7 jeldw
11,12 -1 has the final shape: 3

r gol frost'
4.4

pol 'bridge'
11.13 1 has the independent shape:

J.) del 'heart'
jj. dovekl 'governments'

qtebr 'grave'
vii qtern 'century'

lw sireqqi 4water-carrier'
menqfir 'beak'

reeffq ;friend'

6td.41; tiefrfq ;subtraction'

/1, geerq ;east,
431i.1 oettef1q ;incident'

It differs from 1.

leegaed 'kick (noun)0

lebis 'clothes'

teelx 'bitter'
.11S. gtelii 'throat'

nil 'Nile'
bolb61 ;nightingale'

pul ;money'
dombil 'rear'

12. m (mirror) is characteristically a small circle, often merely a dot
on a downward break in the line.
12.10 m- has the initial shape:

t. ma lu e"
rnterd

12.11 -m- has the medial shape: 4
Jimaaa moheeffimted 'Mohammed'

stemt 'direction'
12

)1.. madder 'mother'
hi rni 'table'

birnir 'sick'
cort ;chemistry'



12.12 m has the final shape:
nim

144. ketibeem 'my book'
12.13 in has the independent shape:

teemim whole'
r,. sevv6rn

i*:**
elm 'wire,
rereftsem 'I went.,

f5t-
stelim 'hello'
mterd6m 'people'

13. h (he hsevvatz) does not have any one characteristic form.
13,10 h. has the initial shape: Ati

)111 hser 'each, every,
/twit 'eight'

13.11 .h. has the medial shape: 4
14.; behtetr "better' bsehir 'spring'

behigt 'paradise' eeh41 'forty'
13.12 has the final shape: 4 . The final h (4 )often indicates the vowel
e.

Z.110 hatit 'seven'
06) &thin 'mouth'

se 'three'
dami" torobce 'radish'

13,13 h has the independent shape:
indicates the vowel e.

1) rah 'path, road'
piadi 'on foot'

4::0) rceiti 'gone'
teexti aboard, plank'

The independent h ( ), too, often

Arl 'ejae6 'permission'
) deh 'village'

14. s and a (sad and sad) have the same basic form. The sad
less; the sad has one dot above.

14.10 s- has the initial shape:
iJyEs sabdn 'soap,

swhih 'correct'
14.11 -6- has the medial shape: .4

tsesrni`rn 'decision'
"Au mess. "Egypt'

14.12 -a has the final shape:
ogli; neeqs 'defect'

itexs 'person'.

Ira

14.13 s has the independent shape: ve

sobh "morning,
sled 'hundred,

is dot-

rat beesr6 'Basra'
sisaid 'three hundred'

lei(; nailes 'defective'
At "rnorewooks 'permitted

to leave'

13



00.f1A3aAmiexi4,1 'special'
4.),4) reeggts 'dancer'

14.20 a. has the initial shape: ;.*

).":4 zterokr 'lost/
Aii;o1 "ezitf4 'addition'

14.21 -a- has the medial shape:
lusezm 'digestion'

gezaveit 'judgment'
14.22 -z hat the final shape:

a4i; mega 'violation'
0:7; neebz 'pulse'

14.23 z has the independent shape:.
04.) ritz

msert6z 'disease'
15. t and z (ta and za) have the
the za has one dot above.
15.10 t- has the initial shape: le

tsebfb iphyalcian'
4.010.)le tutf 'parrot'

15.11 -t- has the medial shape: la

j12.... seetl 'pail'
-41zi; noqti 'point'

15.12 -t has the final shape: it
12)) reebt 'connection'

xaett 'line'
15.13 t has the independent 'shape: .1.

..i'ehtiyit 'caution'
M.1)1 'ertebit 'communication'

15.20 a- has the initial shape: ie

zserfovase'
zah6r 'apparent'

15.21 -a- has the medial shape: kt

4.:J.gs; nezaret4 'supervision'
'entezir 'expectation'

Ve xoldi 'sincerity'
xass 'particular'

ziyafefit 'banquet'
c:.01) vazh 'clear.

e itqe zi 'expiration'
ntOzir 'hatntful°

ar

tnatektat buoy for'

mark 'sick'

41) qterz 'debt'
k?),i.mseqrdz 'indebted'

same basic form. The ta is dotter*:

14

%, telt +gold'
43U01 Iottci 'room'

met' 'meter'
Piertest4 'Aristotle'

vest 'middle*
rabbi 'liaison'

105W-1*extelit 'mixture'
sogrit 'Socrates'

zohr 'noon'
44) veezifi 'duty'

riteelfir 'view'

1.4...mtenzdr 'purpose'



15./2 -a has the final shape:
xodahaf61 'Good-bye!'

Ssali teelse.faz 'pronunciation'
15.23 a has the independent shape: .6

kAlt....mtehatla 'pleased'
1411.4 mtelfilt 'pronounced'

lass. heft. 'protection'
hafz 'Hafee

lehit 'point of view'
1;141 teelfia 'words'

16. The following basic shale (0eyn) represents (that is, either a glot-
tal stop or stricture, or a lengthening of the preceding vowel). Initially
it functions muchlike 'ft161, but occurs only in words of Arabic origin.

'eyn and qeyn are alike in their basic form, but qeyn has one
dot above.
16.10 "- has the initial shape: e.

le laq61 'wise'
'sejfb 'strange'

16.11 -'- has the medial shape:
*Bey 'attempt'

JAI fe'l 'verb'
16.12 -' has the final shape: t

rob' quarter'
jattn"plural'

16.13 has the independent shape: t
mozare0 'present

(tense),
tlisdefi"defense'

16.20 q- has the initial shape: i
j(i qaz "goose.
4:143) rowqe6n 'oil, fat'

16.21 -q- has the medial shape:
..;14 mecca 'brain, marrow'

teeqyfr 'change'
16.22 -44 has the final shape:

`,.a miq 'cloud, mist'
(literary)

16.23 q has the independent shape:
tpl don% 'lie, false' L

iebar&t 'phrase'
4.01:4%-i$ejternef 'social'

bae'd 'after'
jjtamse'riii 'famous'

qftl'
maySP 'liquid'

0ejtemi, 'gathering;
society'

log' 'brave'

veal 'food'
.11(C. kaqatt 'paper'

beeqe61 'armpit'

j..0.4.-ornwiqiil 'busy'

C." tiq 'blade'

dtem&q 'nose'
yuq 'yokel era-10estefriq 'vomiting'
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LIGATURES

17. Ligatures are a combination of two letters into a epecializedform
which is not a part of the regular Persian alphabet. They are limited to
the following combinations: lamotelf, kafoselef, galoself, kaf-lim,
and gal-lirn. When the sequences kaf-lam-'aelgf and gaf-lam-oalf
appear, only two of the letters may be combined into a ligature. The re-
maining letter is printed in its usual form.
17.10 The combination lam-Nie16f, whenin isolated position, is printed:

di:L.4/144M drubber' Jy lak 'sealing wax'
.).,.4.4ylikix6r 'vulture' Jowlicl 'child'

17.11 When in final position,the combination lam-'relf has this shapas

J% xelil 'interval' %..;t.."4-l'extelif 'difference
(literary)

,:...' J.% frelahtk 'agriculture' )14s tell 'gold'
17.20 The combinations kaf-'relf and gaf-*selef, whenin isolatedposi-
tion, are printed K.and i r . When in final position, they are printed Kand
K respectively.

:WS- kaqeiz 'paper' Al ienkir 'denial'
t.s gam 'step' 4 negih 'glance'

17.30 The combinations lcaf-lAm and gal -1£m are written 'and e ini-
daily, K. and £ medially, and ifinally, and sand $when independent,

&lc keelsem 'cabbage' j veld 'throat'
0 'relkolf 'alcoholic' jti ozengekl 'parasite'

v..,:, liekl 'shape' Ls4ZI'engelisf 'English'
Sii trevsekk61 'trust (e.g., in 4; gol 'flower'

Cort)'

17.40 The combinitions 3 11-lam-qelif and gal-lam-446f are more
commonly printed XS-, )l.Ki 5kr, Vthan LK, LK: U. Le

t)k.r ft tykeeliq 'crow' LytAld1/4! x LILA LJI bekolihtei 'to his
hat'

six.r.4.. 04 trgolabf 'pear' %,51 A 2 ts; urt begolabc gto the
pear'

SPECIAL SIGNS

Ili Sections 3 and 4 some of the means for indicating vowels and
diphthongs were mentioned. in the following nine sections, examples and
further combinations will be discussed.
lb



18. The vowels se, e, and o may be represented by the following signs:
(placed above
tzer 'soak'
(placed under
kerm 'worm'
(placed above
por 'full'

the preceding consonant):
) neer 'male'

the preceding consonant):
J..4 iekl 'shape'

the preceding consonant):
1

torbb 'radish'
Absence of vowel may be indicated by the sign " placed above the

consonant to which it belongs:
1:14, pedeir 'father' '4geer
These four signs are, however, hardly ever used in printed (or

written) Persian. These signs are sometimes called 'vowel points'.

19. 'tele! meeddi. The form 1 , called 'fele' rnEeddr (essentially an Prellf
drawn horizontally above a conventional Iselgi) expresses the sound a
when in independent or final position. In alphabetical listing, 'geld mseddi
counts as 'ae16f plus Iself.
19.10 orelef meeddr in independent position:

'ab 'water'
Pazid 'free'

19.11 'tele meeddr in final position: I.

zna'aser 'memorable
deeds' (literary)

20, Initial leelef plus vav expresses 'ow, or 'v: 31

IT;

'ard 'flour'
'asiyi 'Asia'

teatr 'theater'

°OwrAng 'throne'
(literary)

.)V31 *owlid 'children' J31

'u the, she'

Peevveil 'first'

21. Initial 'eelef plus ye expresses , *y, or (with a vowel, of course)
oey or 'say: ti

a.I 'Mil 'Iran'
'inji 'here'

J)) Peyvin 'palace'
'they'

22. htemze, The symbol , called hsernz8, is sometimes used over 1,
3 , , and a, as described its the following sections:

word is sometimes indicated by
a (without dots), and .

ro'sesi 'chiefs'
dt.c.1 0emrikal 'American'

17

22.10 A glottal stop in the middle of a
the small sign (hternz6) above 3, I,

sa'61 'beggar'
maes'dl 'responsible'



There is a tendency to omit the hternzi and use a a (ye) instead
everywhere except in words of Arabic origin.
22.20 'geld heemze. There are also cases where, in the middle of a word,
Ittemze is written above an leelef (though its omission in print is fre-
quent) to express the sequence se'. Note that "telt( here does not express
the sound a.

ss

tse'xi*r 'delay' tee'dib 'chastisement'
4.04" tse'nni" 'slowness, hesitation' IA mee'xeez 'source, origin'

22.30 haernx6 is also used over afinal h( t )(though omission in printing
is frequent) to indicate connecting e ('ezaf6) in the case of final written
but unpronounced h (see Section 3), The haernii in this case has the pro-
nuncitaion ye.

4.4;.;,1*A.4- xaniye boz6rg 'the big house'

diest6ye kaqset 'the bunch of paper'

Pinal connected 4 may have i(htemz6) to represent indefinite -it
'i. This is increasingly being written ($1 $i.

xant$i la house' dwstS'i 'a bunch'

23. ttegdid. The doubling of consona4ts, in the middle or at the end of
a word, may be indicated by the small sign (twicird) written above the
letter to be doubled; but it, too, is often omitted.

J 'tevveel 'first'
mo'ftllem 'teacher'

moxw_114.1 'contraction'

teeleeff6a 'pronunciition'
24. teenvfn. An ending -ten (of Arabic origin) of certain adverbs is indi-
cated by the follcwing sign (taenvfn), written usually above a final. itelef.
Like htemz and taricird, it, too, is often omitted. Note that in this case,
final iftlf does not have the value a.

meeseeleen 'for example' ))) 'aevvftleen 'firstly'
treqribain 'almost, .5y qtebi4n 'beforehand,

approximately' earlier, before'
25. In older printed material, the final and independent h, 4 and e, ap
pear, at the end of some words, with two dots above them. These words
are invariably of Arabic origin. Lt modern writings these forms are very
rarely found. In words where the dotted h is pronounced t, the symbol
4.:" or 4:- is used.

'esaltet 'genuineness' Get j aiyarsh
In words where an originally dotted h is retained without dots, as

e , it represents the vowel e:

'ejazg 'permission+
26. Mention was made in Section 6.35 of the fact that final y is some-
times pronounced as if it were final $aelef, and is pronounced a.
IS



if,' hettta 'even though' Loki 4e'li 'higher, highest'
rralevi 'dwelling, abode' tst.C. sokriS 'dwelling'

But note:

1-rt4 meebni 'basis, meebnf 'based,

)
foundation' founded'

However, when these words are followed by the syllable -ye (an-
other form of -e, the 'ezafe sign), the letter ye is replaced by 'wlef.
This 'oeltf represents the sound a (which is the same sound as was indi-
cated by the ye), and the letter ye indicates (as it does in other in-
stances) the y of the 'esafe ending -ye.

Lai 401i tS5kti
LoLe mee'v1 tS13L4 reiee'v1ye

Lc:K. sokni sokn1ye

- NUMBERS

27. In Persian the numerals are written and printed from left to right.
They have the following shapes:

yek 'one' I

do 'two'
se 'three' r
cechir 'four' t
peen) 'five' 0

'six'
hftft 'seven' Y

'eight' A
nob 'nine* \
sefr 'zero'

What has been described in the preceding pages is the Persian
writing system as it appears in newspapers, periodicals, books, and other
materialprinted on the present-day presses of Irin. In order to accitiaint
the reader With typewritten Persian, and to give him a general idea about
handwritten Persian, a shoat note on each follows.

The statements made in the notes on combination of words and on
punctuation apply to all three forms of the Persian writing system de-
scribed in the present paper,
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TYPEWILITI (IN PERSIAN

0. The main difference between printed Persian and typewritten
:Dian consists in the number of the forms of each letter.
1. All the non.connectors,that is, 'oaf, dal, sal, re, ze, ie, and,
vav, each of which has two forms in printed Persian (Section 4), and two'
oithe Connectors, to and za, each of which has four printed forms
tiOn 15), have only one form each on the typewriter keyboard:

2.- The letters be pe, te, Ale nun (Section 6); Jim, ce, he (hotir).
Ito (Section 7); sin, sin (Section 8); sad, sad (Section14); fe, qaf (Sac-,
tion 10); kaf, gal (Section 9); lam (Section 11); and mim (Section 12),
which have four forms each in printing, have only two forms each on the
typewriter, an initial-medial form and a final-independent form:

initial - medial:bpt snjchl slot k
.4 .s 4 46 .3 3

Final-independentsbp t enJ c h x s Jett qlt,g
V a" u C a t 'to4 %-h J el

3. The letter he (hievveh) (Section 13), which is a connector, has three
forms in typewr itten Persian: initiaLa ; medial, .it; and independent-final.

4. , The letter ye (Section 6.30) has three forms: initial medial,
filial, ; and independent, d .
'5. -Twoleiier0, ,eyn and qeyn (Section 16) have four forms each (Just
as they 4o In printed Persian); initial, ; medial,A,a; final, a; and in.
dependent, tt

6. Of the ligatures (Section 17), the typewriter has only larn-oselif;
31,

7. 'There is a heemzi (Section 22) which can be placed above selif,
vav, or ye. There is also an initial-medial 4 .

.
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8. The_meeddf sign (Section 19), which in printed Persian is part of
the type I , is a separate (dead) key on the typewriter.
9. There is a dotted he haevveks on the typewriter.
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HANDWRITTEN PERSIAN

0. As is natural, Persian letters, which have basically the same form
in printing, typing, and handwriting, are somewhat dtflerent and lets
easily recognisable in handwriting. This it partly due to the differences
among individual writers, but there are also generally accepted written
forms of the letters and combination. of letters which are quite different
from the printed shapes.

Whatfollows is a description of some of the major differences be
tween a variety of handwritten Persian, which is more or less typical,
on the one hand, and printed (and typewritten) Persian, on the other. No
attempt will be made to discuss calligraphy or any of a number of other
types of handwritten Persian.
1. The three pointed strokes of sin and gin call, in all their forms,
be replaced by a slightly curved straight lint:

#0.0 sair 'head' lweiefir 'mankind'

However, when there are two successive sins, or gins, or one
of each, it is preferred that only one of them be written in the above man-
net.'
Z. The final curved stroke of the final and independent sin, gin, els&d,
sad, and ye may be replaced by a stroke slanting downwardto the left
and ending in an upward turn to the left. The entire stroke may be angu-,
tar or slightly curved:

Yas kil 'religion'
./OU zas 'particula mart* 'ill'

rdye 'on' bi 'without'

3. The curved stroke of the final or independent nun may b. replaced
by a etroke slanting downward to the left, as in a aboye, but ending in e
turn to the rights

?r *.that z, man
4, A preceding connector
top, not from the pixie, is in

baticcS

42

joins jim, ce, he (hoar), and xe from the
typewritten and most printed fOilni:

nap: 'thread'



5, A medial be, pe, te, te, nun, and ye before final nun, and
sometimes before re, ze, and le, has the shape -I , coming up from
the preceding letter and joining the next by a short straight line:

C.V.S beyn 'between' 4. pir 'old'
6. When followed by final re, ze, Ie, or one of the final forms de-
scribed in 1, 2, and 3 above, the pointed stroke of a medial be, pe, te,
se, nun, and ye is replaced by a curve:

44 pir 'old' C$' 'prophet'
./.." lir 'milk' Le: cin 'China'

7. Care must be taken not to form a curve such as described in 6
above when joining an initial to a final letter, since the curve may be ta-
ken for a letter itself. Compare, for example,

/.4.'v pir 'old' and % por 'full'
In joining an initial letter to one of the final forms described in 1,2, and
3 above, the angle between the letters should be rather sharp. Otherwise,
any resulting cury may be taken for t letter. Compare, for example,..)," kol 'Kill!' and keit( iship9

8. initial he (hsevvekz) maybe written like a mim witha comma-like
addition below it:

(for.? ) honer 'art'
This 'comma' stroke is written from the bottom up:
9. Final he (havveez) is a simple curve downward, the central part
of which is only slightly (if at all) raised:

4 le 'What ?',
10. If necessary, any medial letter and, less frequently, an initial let-
ter, may be tretched, usually to fill in the line:

"srtilketib 'book' AO' salter 'apparent'

It's notvery common to stretchtwo successive letters in the same word;
nor is it considered permissible to stretch a letter when it is likely to
cause ambiguity, as in the case of "4, por where, if the pe is
stretched, the stretching line may be taken for a medial sin (see 1 above),
thus resulting in the word peer
11. All forms of kaf have one oblique bar. This bar is added after the
word is written, like the crossing of a t in English, (See also 14 below.)
The ' which appears inside the final and independent forms of printed
kaf and gaf does not appear in handwriting.
12. The ligature lam$seltf is written "'finally and y independently:

ft tell 'gold' ball 'above'
Sometimes lam-bself is written Ahr del :
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A' telt 'gold' 4 ball 'above'
13. The following.observations may be made concerning dots:

(a) Two dots belonging to the same letter can be replaced by a
straight line:

te. ya iloto to 'to, till'
(b) Three dots belonging to the same letter can be replaced by a

line with a 440t above or below it (depending on whether the dots are placed
above or below the letter):

.400 pedsfir 'father' "4":104tabit 'fixed'

Three dots may also be replaced by a small circle, thus: ?;41.,., ofte
(c) The dots are frequently not placed exactly above or below the

letter to which they belong:
'eftexir 'pride, honor' Gr/keboxarf 'stove, heater'

In cares where there is ambiguity, the context usually helps. Compare
(..$/ t4 boxarf 'stove' and uice noejjarf 'carpentry'

both of which can be written cf,ti:".
(d) Not infrequently, dots are left out altogether. In such cases, the

contort usually helps in the reading.
14. dots, hoernzs, and all the special signs are added after the
whole word, or any part of a word ending in a non-connector, is written.
15. The numerals f and 1 are written r and 1 .
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COMBINATION or WORDS

0. Compound words are ordinarily, but not necessarily, written as
One word (unless the first word ends in a non-connector). Certain other
words are treated as compounds in writing, that is, they are joined to
settler, A few of the commoner cases are listed below:
1. I otitis' is sometimes joined to a following short word:

4.1.441 ytz..41

This does not happen when the following word begins with a letter
_ofthegroupi d ; ; i t t. -

The above statement is true, though much less frequently, of 4,)T

'that':
)))11 c.JA tet.r.0

What was said above of cyti is true of at gone', too.
3. The combinations , t:Itt and 04.1t, 01..14 may join a following
short word:

4.0.41.4 40-.04
4. If 4:01 follows a preposition ending in a consonant, it may lose its
'sel4f, in which case the two words will be combined;

c r t j t (for t:01 .0) 4)61 (for &if 31)

This 10 true of ZIT , too; only here it is the medal (which, the
reader will remember, was an obelf originally) which is ortiitted:

4:110t (for -t:1T A) VlJI (for ,T ji)

5, Some writers drop one of the two We (he hsevvafis) when they add
the plural suffix to a word ending in an h(he hsevvriz}ths.t represents the
vowel e (see Section 13.12):

LeilL (for L441(1.)
However, even these writers preserve both the h's if dropping one of
them may cause confusion, as in the case of

2$



,natrie s

11, 1.ts 'medals
441 gkharis°

and tt3 (letters'
and 441."...Psigns,
and ihouses$

6, When 04 joins a verb form beginning with an 1 ('telef) or a a (ye),
the oselif or ye of the verb root may be dropped:

4.:44 (for 4:410.4) atics (lot...41104)
The dropping of seel4f may be considered as indicating the fact that

the glottal stop represented by I (Iselin is omitted, though even when the
owlet is preserved, it may quite often be ignored in pronunciation.
7. Some of the cardinal numerals one to ten may join certain words
following them (mostly the words 4.3L, 'year' and 14 'month');

jl.,...<t(forjl... 44) gone year'
'five year -old'

.1.&14.4.4(foro.40...61,44)1six-rrionth-oldg
These numerals mayor may not join to 1100+, jiy+ 41,000,, and,

occasionally,i)j...1.411,000,0000.
8. The word has two writtenforms: and (or $,:o.o. ).
Used alter &consonant, the latter represents rest combinedwith thepre.ceding word;

xiibrest 'It is good.$
After a vowel, represents st:

*..."46-4LIrketibist 'It is a book,'
However, even if the 1 (Pael4f)is retained in such cases, it usually has no
sound value; thus. %;...'...it.01.tris pronounced exactly like , .
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PUNCTUATION

The following punctuation marks are used in Persian:
period
question mark
exclamation point
colon
semi.colon
comma
dash
quotation marks
parentheses
brackets
hyphen

These marks are notconsistently usedin Persian. There is varia
tian among different writers, and inconsistency may occur in the work=
of a single writer. When they are :tied, they generally follow Western,
often French, usage. The following notes are meant as a guide, not 'a-d

etiption of all possible uses.
I. The PERIOD (4) is used at the end of a declarative or impirativ*
sentence, and sometimes after an interrogative one:

. teeAt> tpli? 'I saw my brother.'
..14,rt.4 'Sit down.'

t.t,c 'Where are you going?'
Several periods indicate an omission:

, ,510 414.4r, is not here.'
2, The QUESTION MARK (7) is used, as in English, after questions;

I 4/4.4.4.1 'What is your na :ne ?'
, 7t may also be used after anindirect quotation which is a question

itself or of which the original was a question:
Ai- 4 jil asked him whether he knew me or nat.'

3.. The EXOLAMATION POINT (1)' is used, as in English, after Ob.
-tenets expressing surprise, astonishment, emphasis, etc.:
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140440 tjatjsol 011 This lephahank is not an Isphahani
*%.111.411 'Be sure not to forget I'

It is alio used after imperatives:
'Stand up!'

4.. The COLON (:) is used
(a) before a list, when this list is at the end of the 'entente:

54.4t: s- col bought these books:...'
(b) before a quotation, direct or indirect:

4144-fit 601/ : 14:4*-0 My friend said: *Where are you going?"
1 ati}r' ttur : I

I.431. Areb.yi t:t4 j.) M y friend asked me where I was going.'
(Note that quotation marks are optional.)
(c) before an explanatory note referring to the preceding sentence:

ji ehio.p.<1 1-$.4 1.01 Js bk..
looked everywhere but I didn't find him: he had left the city.'

5. The SEMI-GOWN (I) may be used instead of the colon before an
explanatory note (see 4c above):

?,+? fr-$A 1.44 101 4.1 tr4f.ogt bit 4.4
looked everywhere but I didn't find him; he had left here.'

6. The COMMA (t) is used to separate phrases, claiteee, or words in
a list (usually equivalent to single bar juncture, 3):

tteql.:3-- 'the book', the pencils, the pens'
14.1444,4. t.14.134 tLt tro4i)

'We went home, had supper, and went to bed.'

It may indicate a parenthetical phrase or clause:

my hroiher is hers,'
Sometimes this indication of the phrasing (juncture) is necessary

to avoid ambiguity, as:
Jaihert :01 'This board is black.'

. ...:.AL.0.4.41,1 (col 'This is the blackboard.'

In cases like the following, the comma is used to avoid arnhiguiiYcaused by two successive identical words:

I '6'0~4 1)4-44 4)11-1-4,1 'This IsPhalialii is not zn IsPhahanil'
7. The DASH H is used like the comma (see 6 above). It is alio used
in dialogue to mark the beginning of a speaker's remarks:
28



.441 Ur. 'the books, the pens, the pencils'
6444:6' coi this board is black.'

h:-..*.66-01,66.46,:..44a &11 "This is the blackboard.'
cjil 'This Isphahant is not an Isphahanil'

'16:04,10a41 6--16).$1.$ 0Ahmadmy brother is here.'
- u.110,4"' 14.4 .-- 'Where are you from?'

.0.}4,631) '1! ranee,'

A dash may also be used to indicate an omission, instead of several
periods (see 1 above):

*41 LOST 'Mr.is not here.'
8. QUOTATION MARKS (a i)) may be used

(a) to mark a direct quotation:
a irtej..ehiy father said, igGive me the book,

please.*'
(b) to indicate a foreign word, or for emphasis (as in English):

1.4 Ls.1.04 a.chairs -11,41.4.4. 'Do you know what 'chair Means?'
(c) to set oil a parenthetical phrase or sentence:

, - What'' f1.4 arpij.ts .1.44.i 'Ahmed, my brother, is having his
supper.'

9. PARENTHESES (0) may be used instead of quotation marks:
c)4.1 father said, 'Give me the book,

please.'"
Tit 4.5:44, (chair) 4144 'Do you know what ',chair* means?'

(rj.$1.)t) 'Ahrnad, my brother, is having his
supper.'

10. BRACKETS(( Dare generally restrictedto scholarly works, where --'
they are used as in English:

U-41si 1:01 fooh-2,- 4-r.). t'itaJJ-0
'Shakespeare was one of the great writers of the 14th (sic) century.'

11. The HYPHEN His not commonly used, but occurs occasionally to
indicate the division of a word at the end of a line:

41.):1-4 tc-4 '144)4 411.9 ji jr1 ill you like novel*, you Can take
,,b 4:44 bIA these books home with you.'

However, words are almost never divided at the end of a line in
handwriting and rarely in print. When such a division does occur, it is
usually done between a root and an affix, or between affixes, providing
the break occurs after a non-connector (see Section 4) and the affix to
begin the next line starts with a consonant:
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)1 is j.> _21 have read many of his poems in

1.01 $t recent years,*
You may not, tot example, divide r.4,into.14,:xserici. and 4

as the latter begins with a vowel,
Compound words, the members of which occur also as separate

words, may be divided between the two parts of the compound:
43 ' 41.4 Sts chotell

1
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